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Technical parameters 

Radio beacons are service QRP transmitters with fixed frequency and known location. They are primarily used for 
tentative check and calibration of receivers or for signal propagation evaluation on microwave bands.
 

Radio beacon MB-5B is is remarkable for its compact design with outdoor IP53 enclosure which integrates multiple 
beacons into one. In case of MB-5B there is integrated five microwave bands: 1.3 GHz, 2.3 GHz, 3.4 GHz, 5.7GHz 
and 10.3GHz. All antennas, except 10.3GHz one which is integrated on beacon enclosure, are connected by coaxial 
cable with low attenuation with N connectors. MB-5B outputs are four N (female) connectors on the bottom of 
enclosure. Beacon enclosure is also equipped with mounting brackets which allows easy installation on vertical rail or 
tube with diameter from 60mm to 100mm.
 

As a source of carrier frequencies are used PLLs with low phase noise. For two upper bands are these frequencies 
further multiplied 2 and 4 times. Synthesizers are synchronized by double thermostated 10MHz reference. Radio 
beacon MB-5B is using A1 modulation. User configurable keyer which is included in beacon is transmitting 
identification with call sign, location and optionally other telemetry (temperature, humidity...).
 

In standard configuration is beacon supplied with omni-directional antenna with horizontal polarization.

Frequency bands: 1.3, 2.3, 3.4, 5.7, 10.3 GHz
Output power: 10W Bands 1.3, 2.3, 3.4 GHz

3W Band 5.7 GHz
2W  10.3 GHz
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Frequency stability (longterm): 2 x 10 D

 
Supply voltage: 45 - 65V DC
Supply current: 3.4A @ 60V
Modulation: A1
Operating temperature range: -25° C  -  + 45° C

  Gain of antenna system (AS): 10 dBi
AS radiation pattern: ND
Polarization: H
Dimensions (H x W x D): 500 x 400 x 250mm Without brackets and  ant. 
Weight: approx 20 kg Without antennas
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Inside design of beacon
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Complete beacon assembly with 60V power supply


